Long-term decline in intergenerational mobility in the United States since the 1850s
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We make use of newly available data that include roughly 5 million linked household and population records from 1850 to 2015 to document long-term trends in intergenerational social mobility in the United States. Intergenerational mobility declined substantially over the past 150 y, but more slowly than previously thought. Intergenerational occupational rank–rank correlations increased from less than 0.17 to as high as 0.32, but most of this change occurred to Americans born before 1900. After controlling for the relatively high mobility of persons from farm origins, we find that intergenerational social mobility has been remarkably stable. In contrast with relative stability in rank-based measures of mobility, absolute mobility for the nonfarm population—the fraction of offspring whose occupational ranks are higher than those of their parents—increased for birth cohorts born prior to 1900 and has fallen for those born after 1940.
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We document long-term trends in intergenerational occupational mobility for US native-born men using population registers and survey data from 1850 to 2015. We find substantial declines in social mobility over the past 165 y. However, contrary to public perception, most of the decline happened to Americans born prior to 1900, rather than more recently, and was largely driven by the movement of children from farm to manufacturing sectors during industrialization. The proportion of sons who experienced absolute upward mobility increased for birth cohorts born prior to 1900 and has fallen for those born after 1940. One implication is that recent birth cohorts experienced less upward mobility than their parents or grandparents.

Significance

We document long-term trends in intergenerational occupational mobility for US native-born men using population registers and survey data from 1850 to 2015. We find substantial declines in social mobility over the past 165 y. However, contrary to public perception, most of the decline happened to Americans born prior to 1900, rather than more recently, and was largely driven by the movement of children from farm to manufacturing sectors during industrialization. The proportion of sons who experienced absolute upward mobility increased for birth cohorts born prior to 1900 and has fallen for those born after 1940. One implication is that recent birth cohorts experienced less upward mobility than their parents or grandparents.
when professional, managerial, and executive jobs at the top end of the occupational distribution expanded. As a result, a clerical worker’s relative standing in his birth cohort would have decreased even when his father had also been a clerical worker. Second, we consider how the mobility trends were affected by rapid industrialization in the second half of the 19th century and examine how our observed trend is sensitive to the exclusion of mobility from farm to nonfarm jobs. Finally, we measure changes in absolute mobility—including both upward mobility and downward mobility—using the rank-ordered scale of occupations. Among the 70 microclass occupations analyzed in the present study, we estimate the fractions of children in each birth cohort whose occupational ranks are above, below, or approximately the same as those of their fathers. We use occupational ranks rather than percentile ranks to measure absolute mobility because the former captures moving up or down the social ladder, whereas the latter is confounded by “involuntary mobility” caused by changing marginal distributions of occupations.

We find that the correlation between parent’s and offspring’s occupational percentile ranks increased considerably among Americans born prior to 1900 but remained largely constant thereafter. When mobility of farm-origin children is excluded, the overall trend persists but to a lesser degree. Our results provide evidence in support of the Lipset–Zetterberg hypothesis (20), which states that nonfarm mobility rates are largely invariant (21). The trend for absolute mobility is different, however: Upward mobility increased for birth cohorts prior to 1900 but has fallen for those born after 1940.

Results

Changing Occupational Percentile Ranks. We begin by showing changes in percentile ranks by occupation to provide a broader historical context for our study of trends in intergenerational social mobility. Occupational percentile ranks are defined based on the educational distribution of workers within each occupation. We allow the percentile ranks to vary by birth cohort. A higher percentile rank suggests a higher occupational status, or more highly educated workers within that occupation. Due to the expansion of high-status occupations over time, most occupations have experienced a long-term decline in percentile ranks (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Only a few occupations, mostly at the extreme top of the distribution, such as jurist, health professional, scientist, architect, and engineer, have remained stable in percentile ranks. This downward trend in occupation percentile ranking has been driven by the expansion of secondary education, especially the high school movement during the 1910s to 1940s (22), and the resulting upgrading of skills within occupations over time. Additional analyses shown in the appendices suggest that the relative rank orders of occupations (“Treiman’s rank”) have been largely stable, but the percentile ranks declined as a result of the evolving US occupational structure. Fig. 1 provides an illustration of this trend using changing percentile ranks from 5 out of the 70 microclass occupations. The standing of jurists has been consistently high over time because the law has been one of the most prestigious and highly selective occupations as well as a small profession. By contrast, the relative status of managerial and sales occupations has declined not only because of the increased share of workers in these occupations but, more importantly, because occupations of higher status experienced rapid expansion during the same period. Overall, status distances between occupations ranked at the top and middle levels, such as between jurist and sales worker, have widened over time, because of the falling ranks of the latter. Despite the substantial shrinkage of agricultural occupations (shown in SI Appendix, Tables S3 and S4), the extremely low percentile scores of farm laborers endured through time.

Long-Term Trends in Intergenerational Mobility. Fig. 2 presents our primary estimates of intergenerational rank–rank correlations by son’s birth cohort. Alternatively, we can also show father–son correlations by father’s birth cohort. The solid circles with capped spikes represent the point estimates and 95% confidence intervals of the rank–rank correlations between fathers and sons for the 1830–1980 birth cohorts from the linked census and survey data. Confidence intervals for estimates from SI Appendix, Table S5 are based on only 2 point-in-time estimates from the mid-19th century and the late 20th century. Indeed, the dominant hypothesis in the literature was long ago proposed by Featherman et al. (13), that relative mobility in all industrialized societies is constant or trendless, although empirical research using log-linear analysis has documented increases in relative mobility in some industrialized societies (e.g., refs. 29–31). Besides the long-term trend, we also observe small short-term fluctuations, for example, the recent drop in the intergenerational correlation estimated from pooled social surveys for the 1950 cohort (born between 1946 and 1955), namely the early baby-boomer generation. This finding is not novel; a few prior studies having found similar patterns (14, 32). For example, Beller and Hout

*The exact numbers of the rank–rank correlation estimates are shown in SI Appendix, Tables S10 and S11.

†The methods are described in SI Appendix, section S8, and results are presented in SI Appendix, Tables S12-S14.

‡Because the 2 linked samples were produced using different linking methods, we caution against conclusions drawn from direct comparisons of mobility estimates. Instead, we focus on trends within a data source.
A Closer Look at Farming. Farmers, including ranchers, farm managers, foremen, and laborers, constitute a unique, and typically the largest occupation in preindustrial agricultural societies. They played a distinct role in the evolution of social mobility in the United States and elsewhere during the 19th and 20th centuries (8, 9). The dominant inflow into the farming sector consists of children of farm origins, not only because farmers were once positioned at the bottom of the social stratification system, but also because farmer fathers can directly transmit their statuses to their sons via the inheritance of land and farming knowledge. During the historical period under study, the US economy experienced an increase in the farm population from 4.9 million in 1850 to a peak of 32.5 million in 1916, and a gradual decrease since World War I to 2.1 million in 2012.4 However, the proportion of the agricultural population has consistently decreased over time from more than 57% in the 1800 birth cohort to 13% in the 1900 cohort (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Table S5), despite the rapid growth of the total population, the expansion of the frontier, and the rise and fall of southern plantations. Industrialization and urbanization opened up new upward mobility opportunities for children of agricultural workers, many of whom migrated from farms to booming towns and cities to become operative workers, blacksmiths, bricklayers, truck drivers, sales workers, and other types of lower manual workers (SI Appendix, Table S9).

We examine the special role of farming in shaping the trend in social mobility, separating the analysis of mobility outcomes of farm-origin sons from the rest of the population. Fig. 3B suggests that the mean percentile ranks of sons of farmers and farm laborers have declined over time. In particular, those born before 1880 experienced more upward mobility—entering lower- to middle-class occupations at the 40th to 55th percentiles—than those in subsequent cohorts. The trend has become relatively stable in recent decades, with the share of agricultural workers diminished to less than 2% of the total labor force.

Fig. 3C shows intergenerational percentile rank–rank correlations after farm-origin sons are excluded. The linked census estimates changed little over most cohorts born between 1820 and 1910, fluctuating between 0.22 and 0.26, except for a brief increase for the 1870 and 1880 birth cohorts. The unusual experiences of the 1870 and 1880 cohorts coincided with major social transformations in US history. These cohorts grew up during the Gilded Age, an era of rapid expansion of industrialization accompanied by extreme poverty, high concentration of wealth, and persistence of inequality across generations. Some later may have experienced downward mobility or changes in occupations in their forties and fifties as they lived through World War I, the Great Depression, and the influx of low-skilled immigrants from Europe as well as the mass internal labor market movement caused by the Great Migration. However, our data do not allow us to trace these life cycle changes in mobility because most sons were observed in their thirties in our intergenerational sample (33, 34). After a long and stable trend between the 1900 and 1960 cohorts, estimated rank–rank correlations rose for the most recent cohorts, suggesting a declining turn in social mobility. However, large

---

(32) show that occupational mobility temporarily increased during the 1970s, compared with the preceding period of the 1940s through the 1960s and the subsequent period of the 1980s and 1990s. However, because our statistical tests show only a marginally significant change from 1950 to 1960 (P = 0.032) and this cohort is missing in the linked contemporary census and survey data, we consider the deviation of the 1950 birth cohort best interpreted as suggestive. Proper interpretation of this deviation awaits future research with further evidence. Overall, our analysis reveals the global trend in intergenerational mobility as an S-shaped curve with a long plateau phase in the second half of the 20th century.
confidence intervals and few data points for these recent cohorts limit our ability to draw firm conclusions.6

In the broader time horizon being studied, the trend (shown in Fig. 3C) still suggests lower mobility for the 1960–1980 birth cohorts than for the 1830–1860 cohorts. It is possible that demographic changes in fertility rates and timing have reduced family size and strengthened intergenerational ties between parents and offspring. However, other mechanisms, such as the development of modern education systems, the increasing number of occupations that require postsecondary degrees for entry, and the rapid expansion of occupational licensing, may also explain changes in intergenerational mobility and warrant considerations in future research.

Overall, the decline in the agricultural population during the 19th century is associated with an unprecedented increase in intergenerational rank–rank correlation. This result offers some support to the Lipset–Zetterberg hypothesis (20, 21), later revised by Hauser et al. (36) and Featherman et al. (13), that variations in intergenerational mobility rates across countries and time largely depend on the size and structure of the agricultural sector. For most birth cohorts after 1860 and before 1960, mobility net of structural changes—mostly driven by the movement from farm to factory during industrialization—exhibits no discernible trend over time. However, in addition to the long-term trend, we also observe short-term fluctuations for the 1870–1880 and 1950 birth cohorts.

**Absolute Mobility among Nonagricultural Occupations.** The rank–rank correlation results provide a historical trend in relative mobility—how the child’s occupational percentile ranking resembles that of his parents in the social hierarchy. However, the public and policy makers are often concerned with the absolute amount of upward and downward mobility opportunities faced by Americans today compared with in the past. A recent Science article reports that “the fraction of children who earn more than their parents” has declined from 90% for children born in 1940 to 50% for children born in the 1980s (37). How to define absolute mobility with occupation is less clear than the case with income. In particular, upward mobility may result from 2 sources, either individuals entering an occupation with a higher social status than that of their parents or individuals entering the same occupation as their parents but the social status of the occupation per se has increased over time. The opposite is true for downward mobility.

Given this methodological problem, we chose to measure absolute mobility by changes in occupational ranks (Treiman’s rank) between generations. Consistent over time, Treiman’s rank of occupations is a good absolute measure of status, capturing the rank order of occupations unaffected by the marginal distribution of occupational compositions. We converted Treiman’s rank into a scale ranging from 0 to 100 and measured occupational compositional changes in absolute amount of upward and downward mobility opportunities in 2 sources, either individuals entering an occupation with a higher social status than that of their parents or individuals entering the same occupation as their parents but the social status of the occupation per se has increased over time. The opposite is true for downward mobility.

The trends in upward and downward mobility in Fig. 4A show a striking divide before and after the 1940 birth cohort. The gap between the 2 mobility rates was small before the 1850 birth cohort and grew substantially from the 1860 to the 1890 cohort.
due to a rapid increase in upward mobility. Before and after the break (1890–1910 and 1920–1930), estimates based on either linked census or survey data are consistent in showing no large changes in absolute mobility. However, the upward and downward mobility trends started to reverse in 1940 and in recent birth cohorts converged to levels experienced at the end of the 19th century, lending support to the public’s concern and popular speculation that upward mobility has fallen in tandem with the rising downward mobility. One implication is that the prospects of achieving a higher status for those born after the 1940s is missing because these individuals were not observed during their childhoods in either the linked historical censuses or the contemporary linked CPS-Census/ACS data, which is necessary to make the father–son link. The series in diamond symbols plots the rank–rank correlations estimated from weighted OLS regressions for the 1900–1980 birth cohorts from pooled contemporary social surveys. The weights are constructed from the original sampling probability weight variable in each survey as well as an additional weight variable that takes into account variation in sample size by birth cohort across surveys. The capped spikes refer to 95% confidence intervals of the correlation estimates. See SI Appendix, Table S10 for the exact numbers of the estimates.

Discussion

Our empirical analyses show a long-term decline of intergenerational social mobility in the United States since the 1850s, despite short-term, small fluctuations among some birth cohorts. The broad trend is largely resistant to the 2 world wars, the Great Depression of the 1930s, the rise and fall of blue-collar workers, and other social changes, on both large and small scales. The occupational percentile rank–rank correlation between fathers and sons has increased from 0.17 in the 1830 birth cohort to as high as 0.27 in the 1900 cohort and 0.32 in the 1980 cohort. Although income inequality has risen sharply since the 1970s (38), the trend in social mobility has remained largely stable during that same period. This suggests strong inertia of relative intergenerational mobility, which seems resistant to influences of short-term major social transformations, even if they may have a large impact on some subpopulations. To put it another way, social transitions may have changed the overall opportunities for moving up or down, but not relative mobility chances.

A further analysis that separates the farm and nonfarm populations shows that industrialization is a major—if not the only—determinant of broader trends in social mobility. The farming population experienced an epochal decline from 1850 to 1910, with continuing repercussions up to the present. The massive outflow of offspring of farm origins was both a cause and a consequence of the shrinking agricultural sector. When changes in the agricultural population are accounted for, intergenerational social mobility changed little during the 19th century except among the 1870 and 1880 birth cohorts and has fallen slightly since 1940. Still the decline in farming does not explain away all of the observed changes in intergenerational mobility in this period. We leave the challenge of identifying other contributing social forces that explain the trend to future studies.

Absolute mobility changed more over time than relative mobility. Specifically, sons’ prospects of achieving a higher status than their fathers diminished during the 20th century, especially for those born after the 1940s. This result confirms prior research showing that upward mobility is no longer the “dominant feature of American labor markets” (18). Prior to this decline, American society experienced almost 100 y of increases in upward mobility opportunities, whereas the trend in downward mobility has changed less. As a result, the disparity between upward and downward mobility rates first diverged, then converged. That the present levels of upward and downward mobility are slightly different is alarming, especially in light of a concurrent trend in rising economic inequality. Although the exact rates of absolute mobility may depend on the level of aggregation at which occupations are classified, it is evident that recent birth cohorts experience less upward mobility than their parents’ or even grandparents’ generation.

Note that lines between 1910 and 1920 are not connected, as estimates from linked historical censuses and contemporary census-survey data are not directly comparable.


Due to a rapid increase in upward mobility. Before and after the break (1890–1910 and 1920–1930), estimates based on either linked census or survey data are consistent in showing no large changes in absolute mobility. However, the upward and downward mobility trends started to reverse in 1940 and in recent birth cohorts converged to levels experienced at the end of the 19th century, lending support to the public’s concern and popular speculation that upward mobility has fallen in tandem with the rising downward mobility. One implication is that the prospects for entering high-status occupations have worsened for the recent cohorts born after the 1940s. The low rates of upward mobility for recent cohorts may not be exceptional in US history: Absolute mobility rates were low for birth cohorts born during the Antebellum era. However, the sharp increase in downward mobility rates experienced by 1940–1960 cohorts, most of whom belong to the baby boomer generation, seems to be a new phenomenon in recent US history.

Our empirical analyses show a long-term decline of intergenerational social mobility in the United States since the 1850s, despite short-term, small fluctuations among some birth cohorts. The broad trend is largely resistant to the 2 world wars, the Great Depression of the 1930s, the rise and fall of blue-collar workers, and other social changes, on both large and small scales. The occupational percentile rank–rank correlation between fathers and sons has increased from 0.17 in the 1830 birth cohort to as high as 0.27 in the 1900 cohort and 0.32 in the 1980 cohort. Although income inequality has risen sharply since the 1970s (38), the trend in social mobility has remained largely stable during that same period. This suggests strong inertia of relative intergenerational mobility, which seems resistant to influences of short-term major social transformations, even if they may have a large impact on some subpopulations. To put it another way, social transitions may have changed the overall opportunities for moving up or down, but not relative mobility chances. A further analysis that separates the farm and nonfarm populations shows that industrialization is a major—if not the only—determinant of broader trends in social mobility. The farming population experienced an epochal decline from 1850 to 1910, with continuing repercussions up to the present. The massive outflow of offspring of farm origins was both a cause and a consequence of the shrinking agricultural sector. When changes in the agricultural population are accounted for, intergenerational social mobility changed little during the 19th century except among the 1870 and 1880 birth cohorts and has fallen slightly since 1940. Still the decline in farming does not explain away all of the observed changes in intergenerational mobility in this period. We leave the challenge of identifying other contributing social forces that explain the trend to future studies. Absolute mobility changed more over time than relative mobility. Specifically, sons’ prospects of achieving a higher status than their fathers diminished during the 20th century, especially for those born after the 1940s. This result confirms prior research showing that upward mobility is no longer the “dominant feature of American labor markets” (18). Prior to this decline, American society experienced almost 100 y of increases in upward mobility opportunities, whereas the trend in downward mobility has changed less. As a result, the disparity between upward and downward mobility rates first diverged, then converged. That the present levels of upward and downward mobility are slightly different is alarming, especially in light of a concurrent trend in rising economic inequality. Although the exact rates of absolute mobility may depend on the level of aggregation at which occupations are classified, it is evident that recent birth cohorts experience less upward mobility than their parents’ or even grandparents’ generation.

Note that lines between 1910 and 1920 are not connected, as estimates from linked historical censuses and contemporary census-survey data are not directly comparable.
Materials and Methods

Data. Drawing from hundreds of millions of original records, we analyze the mobility experiences of several million unique individuals and their families. Our mobility data include 4 major sources: 1) cross-sectional Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS) US population census data from 1850 to 2000 and the ACS from 2001 to 2015 (39); 2) 3 linked samples of complete-count historical censuses, 1850–1880, 1880–1910, and 1910–1940 (40); 3) the Current Population Survey Annual Social and Economic Supplement (CPS-ASEC 1973–1990) data linked to both the 1940 census and the 2000 long-form census and the ACS (2001–2015); and 4) for cross-validation purposes, 11 large-scale social surveys that have been used in previous studies on intergenerational social mobility (see a summary in SI Appendix).

We first generate population-level occupational percentile ranks for workers aged 25 to 64 using the IPUMS of US censuses from 1850 to 2000 and ACS from 2001 to 2015. Each birth cohort has its own occupational percentile ranks derived from the educational distribution by occupation and the relative sizes of different occupations.1 The construction of percentile ranks is described in the next section. We linked a sample of sons to their fathers to create father–son dyads. We first targeted sons aged 0 to 17 residing with their fathers in the 1850 full-count census, and then searched for occupation information of these sons in the 1880 full-count census. The procedure was repeated for linking the 1880 census to the 1910 census and linking the 1910 census to the 1940 census.** Demographic characteristics, including first

Figure 4. Absolute mobility by son’s birth cohort among the nonagricultural population. (A) Changing upward and downward mobility over sons’ birth cohorts from 1830 to 1980. (B) The changing proportion of the population that experienced no intergenerational mobility over the same birth cohorts of sons.

1The literacy rate was used instead of education before 1940, as the education variable was not collected in early censuses. The percentile rank estimates of occupations include both males and females because the occupational status of men in a certain occupation also depends on the composition and characteristics of women in that occupation [see an extensive discussion on this methodological concern in Hauser and Warren (57)].

**See SI Appendix for a detailed explanation of the linkage techniques used to link across the 1850–1940 censuses.
and last name, age, birthplace, and both parents’ birthplaces were used to link records across censuses. Each individual’s own birthplace and the birthplaces of both parents were required at least once. We linked exactly at most 3 y in anticipated age across census observations was allowed. For names, the linking method required that Soundex phonetic codes for first and last name match exactly, keeping the potential match with the closest name distance.

To create a contemporary sample across the 20th century, our approach to father–son linking relied on the complete count 1940 Population Census, the 1973–1990 CPS–ASEC, the 2000 Census long form, and the 2001–2015 ACS. The Census Bureau’s protected identification keys (PIKs) system was used to link individuals across data sources. PIKs are assigned by the person identification validation system (PVS), which uses a probabilistic matching algorithm to compare characteristics of records in census and survey data to characteristics of records in a reference file constructed from the Social Security Administration NUMIDENT file and other administrative data. These characteristics may include Social Security number, full name, date of birth, address, and parents’ names, depending on the information available in the census or survey. The PIK uniquely identifies a particular person and allows us to link individuals across PIked data sources. Details on the data linking procedures, representativeness, and potential biases are discussed in SI Appendix.

For cross-validation purposes, our analyses also include 11 large-scale datasets from the General Social Survey (41), Health and Retirement Study (42), National Longitudinal Survey of Older Men, National Longitudinal Survey of Young Men (43), National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 79 (44), National Survey of Families and Households (45), Occupational Changes in a Generation Survey I and II (46), Panel Study of Income Dynamics (47), Survey of Income and Program Participation (48), and Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (49). These data have been extensively used in the intergenerational social mobility literature. Except for the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study, all of the other datasets draw on nationally representative samples, either cross-sectional or longitudinal. We harmonized person weight variables across samples and included a standardized weight variable in all of the regression analyses.

Occupational Measures. We measure socioeconomic status by occupation, for both substantive and practical reasons. As a measure of social status, occupation is more stable and less age or year dependent than income and wealth and thus has been widely used in prior research on mobility (50). It is also one of the socioeconomic measures that have been consistently collected in the federal censuses and most social surveys.11 We first harmonized all occupational variables from different data sources into standard 1950 Census Bureau occupation codes. For historical census data, the IPUMS has already recorded all occupational variables into the 1950 classification. To enhance comparability across years, we mapped occupations coded in 1970–2000 occupational schemes into the 1950 scheme. New occupations that did not emerge until recently, such as computer programmer, computer systems analyst, and software engineer, were coded into a broader category “professional, technical & kindred workers (ne-c).” The standard 1950 Census occupational classification consists of 283 occupational categories, but not all of the occupations are consistently observed across sample years.12 We then mapped the 1950 occupations into Weeden and Grusky’s (51) microclass occupational scheme that is widely used in comparative studies on intergenerational mobility (52–54). The revised scheme includes 70 occupations with nonzero observations for all years. The occupations are detailed enough to construct a basis for constructing a continuous distribution of occupational percentiles in capturing status hierarchy across occupations while also containing sufficient cases within each occupation for a given census year. All of the crosswalk files are included in SI Appendix.

Occupational Percentile Rank—Rank Correlation. We converted occupation into a relative status measure based on occupational percentile ranks relying on 2 assumptions. First, occupations are stable over the life course of an individual (no age effect). The estimates of intergenerational social mobility do not depend on the ages of fathers and sons at which their occupations are measured, typically after age 30. Second, occupation status is rank-ordered across different occupations but is largely invariant within a given occupation. Although schemes strictly true, both assumptions are good approximations to social reality and thus have been widely accepted in the past sociological literature. We pooled all IPUMS population census and ACS data from 1850 to 2015 and generated occupational percentiles in 4 steps. We first created occupational statuses based on the educational distribution within each occupation for a given birth cohort. Based on the educational distribution of workers in an occupation, occupational status score was computed as the mean educational percentile within a cohort: \( S_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{X_j}{X_i} \), where \( X_j \) is the proportion of educational level \( i \) in occupation \( j \) and birth cohort \( t \), and \( Q_i(r) \) is the percentile rank of educational level \( i \) in birth cohort \( t \).

Next, we ranked occupations from 1 to 70 within each cohort based on occupational status scores. This simple rank is similar to Treiman’s (50) work on occupational prestige, with occupations ranked from low to high based on prestige scores. In this study, we refer to this rank as Treiman’s rank. We then converted the occupational ranks into person-level percentile ranks by taking into account relative occupational sizes and smoothing out fluctuations with a moving average method. The resulting occupation-based percentile rank indicates a person’s relative socioeconomic status within a birth cohort. This measure assigns a score \( X \) to an occupation in which in-cumbents’ average educational attainment is roughly equal to or greater than that of \( X \) percent of same-cohort workers in the labor force. We used the midpoint to adjust percentile ranks of tied occupations. A higher percentile rank indicates a higher social status. Last, we obtained cohort-specific percentile ranks for fathers’ and sons’ microclass occupations in all of the father–son dyad data from the linked administrative sources and social surveys. The occupational percentile statistics by birth cohort and related data and documentation files can be downloaded from the project website.

Data Sharing and Replication Materials. IPUMS US Population Census data from 1850 to 2000 and ACS data from 2001 to 2015 are publicly available at the IPUMS USA website (https://usa.ipums.org/usa/). The linked historical Census data can be downloaded from the project archive (https://osf.io/6c58f/). The linked contemporary Census and survey data are available for researchers to request through the Federal Statistical Research Data Centers network (https://www.census.gov/brain/federated-centered-data). The Retirement Study (47), Medicare and Medicaid Services Project 1580. Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the 2017 RC28 Conference in Cologne, Germany; the 2017 Population Association of America conference in Chicago, IL; the workshop on Comparative Intergenerational Social Mobility at Princeton University; the Center for the Study of Economy and Society at Cornell University; the Intergenerational Mobility and Income Inequality workshop at the University of Wisconsin; the Department of Sociology at the University of California, Los Angeles; the Department of Sociology at the University of California, Los Angeles; the Department of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania; the Center on Population Dynamics at McGill University; and the Population Research Institute at Pennsylvania State University. We thank Hao Dong for help on the HRS restricted data application and analysis; and our research interns, Kai Feng, Yuying Hu, Di Tong, Chuqiao Yuan, Xiaohang Zhao, and Xi Zheng, for outstanding research assistance. We thank Jennie Brand, Cameron Campbell, Mary Cuypers, Siew Ling Cheng, Thomas DiPrete, Felix Elwert, Eric Gродsky, Tod Hamilton, Robert Hauser, Joseph Hotz, Michael Hout, Hiroshi Ishida, Douglas Massey, Ellis Monk, Pamela Oliver, Fabian Pfeffer, James Raymo, Elizabeth Roberto, Christine Schwartz, Timothy Smeeding, Donald Treiman, Wout Uitto, Kim Weeden, Meir Yaish, Xiang Zhou, and numerous seminar participants for helpful comments and discussions.
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